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STJMMARY 

A low-speed investigation was made of a large-scale model with a 45O 
swept wing of aspect ratio 3.5 and taper ratfo 0.3. Wing-fuselage config- 
urations with high-lift devices designed to delay the occurrence of 
stalled flow to a specific high l&Pt coefficient (1.4) at a specffic angle 
of attack (14') were tested. Tests with several vertica.l positions of a 
horizontal tail were made to determine the effects of tail height on the 
uing-body-tail pitching-moment characteristics after the appearance of 
stalled flow. 

The method outlined in RACA RM A5lE15 for estimating the lift coef- 
ficient for inftial section stall wss used to select combfnations of high- 
lift devices capableof providing the required wing lift increments to 
Ioeet the design criteria. Lift-coefficient values predicted by the method 
were increased by an empirical factor to account for the consistent con- 
servatism of the method. Double-slotted trailing-edge flaps and leading- 
edge slats and two section modXicatfons were selected for testing. The 
measured results gave values of lift coefficient for initial section 
stall tithin 0.01 to 0.08 of the predfcted values for the high-lift con- 
figurations. The basic model (no high-lift devices) showed the largest 
deviation (0.12). 

Tests of the model with the horizontal tail'at various vertical loca- 
tions showed that the lowest height tested (in the wing-chord plane, 
extended) had the most favorable effects in counteracting the unstable 
wing-fuselage pftching-moment characteristics at high lifts. Moderately 
large rolJLnn-moment coefficients (O.CY2 to 0.03) were measured for the 
model with cambered wing 1eadFng edges and flaps deflected. A half-span 
wing chord extension tested on one of these configurations successfully 
reduced the rolXng moments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A major problem in providing satisfactory low-speed aerodynamic chsr- 
acteristics of sweptback wing aircraft is that of overcoming the adverse 
effects of stalled flow occurring considerably prior to maximum lift. 
Two general approaches have been used; rvxmely, (1) delay the occurrence 
of stalled flow to higher 12ft8, and/or (2) alter the location and rate 
of progression of the stalled flow. Delaya in the occurrence of stalled 
flow to higher lifts have given the expected result of corresponding 
delays in the deterioration of the stability, control, and drag charac- 
teristics; the variations of the characteristics when stalled flow even- 
tually appears and spreads have generally been found to be unchanged. 
Alterations in the location and rate of progression of stalled flow have 
been effective in providing improved longitudinal and lateral-stability 
characteristics after stall. 

The investigation reported here5n was concerned with means of delay- 
ing stalled flow and means of alleviating the effects of stall on the low- 
speed aervc characteristics of an airplane model with a 45O swept- 
back wing of aspect ratio 3.5. A cursory review of current swept-wing 
airplanes showed that a landing speed of 120 miles per hour, a ground 
angle of 14O, and a landing wing loading of 50 pounds per square foot were 
representative values. To approxzLmate.these conditions, the design cri- 
terion for the model was chosen to be a wing lift coefficient of 1.4 at 
14' angle of attack. The primary phase of the fnvestigatfon was directed 
toward avoiding any changes in the general character of stability, con- 
trol, and drag up to this lift coefficient. 

A design study is made herein to determine promising wing modifica- 
tions and high-lift devices. To obtain quantitative estimates of the 
effectiveness of various wing modifications and high-lift devices LLn pro- 
viding delays in the occurrence of stalled flow, use is made of the method 
of reference 1, modified to a certain extent on the basis of experience in 
its use. The study indicated that the lift and stall-delay requirements 
would be satisffed by use of either a full-span airfoil-section modifica- 
tion or a full-span slat, in combination with a partial-span, conventional- 
type, trailing-edge flap. -It hadbeen concludedrom preliminary studies 
that the use of stall-control devices to avoid the probable "pitch-up" 
changes in wing moment after stall would very likely prevent the attain- 
ment of the required LLft and the delay in stall. Investigation of means 
of providing "pitch-down" changes in airplane pitching moment after stall 
is confined, therefore, to the determination of the effect of vertical 
location of the horfzontal tail. 

The report presents the results of tests made to evaluate the effect 
of airfoil modifications, slats, and trailing-edge flaps (selected on the 
basis of the design study) on the lift, drag, pftching-mcanent, and rolXng- 
moment characteristics of the model at zero sideslip. Compsxisons are 

. 
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made of the measured and predicted effectiveness of the modifications and 
high-lift devices in providing the required lift and delay in stall.. The 
measured effect of vertical location of the horizontal tail is examined 
anddiscussed. A brief study of a partial-span chord extension is dis- 
cussed in connection with the rolling-moment characteristics. 
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NOTATION 

b2 aspect ratio, s 

Span 

wing chord, measured perpen&Lcular to the wing quarter-chord 
line 

tail chord, measured perpendicular to the tail quarter-chord 
line 

et3 chord, measured parallel to the plane of symmetry 

mean 

d-i3 

uf-t 

aerodynamic chord, 
/d"/' c%y 

coefficient 
p2 cldy 

coefficient, referred to basic wing area 

additional lift coefficient due to angle of attack above 0" 

lift coefficient for Initial section stall 

increment of lift coefficient at O" angle of attack due to 
flap deflection 

dCL 
lift-curve slope, da 

section lift coefficient 

maximum section lift coefficient 

rol&g-moment coefficient 

pitching-moment coefficient referred to a point in the wing- - 
chord plane at the longitudinal 
E/4 POfntB 

station of the wing panel 
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t 
D *ag 

it horizontal-tail incidence, measured parallel to the plane of r 

w-m=try 

L 33.ft -- 
-. - 

R Reynolds number, y - 

S area 
- 

v free-stream velocity 

Y spanwise distance from the wing center line 

Z distance above the wing-chord plane 

a free-stream angle of attack, measured with respect to the 
wing-chord plane 

al 

E 

free-stream angle of attack correspontig to C!L~ 

effective angle of downwash, measured with respect to the 
free-stream direction 

rl 2Y spanwise station, 7 

V lrinematic viscosity 

. 

MODELAFJDAXTARATUS 

Figure 1 is a three-view sketch of the model, showing pertinent 
dimensions. Table I is a list of the important geometric data. Table II 
gives the surface coordinates of the airfoil sectfon used. 

-- 
The forward 20-percent and aft 35-percent chord of the wing panels 

were removable; the auxiliary leading- and trailing-edge devices were 
mounted by removing slain portions and attaching others b-earing the 
detices. The leading-edge slats and modified sections covered the full 
exposed span of the wings. The chord extension was added to one of the 
cambered leading edges from O.gb/2 to the wing tip. Extension of the 
slats normal to 0.25~ Introduced an inboqd gap as shown in figure 1. 
The trailing-edge flaps extended from 0.139 to 0.~693b/?, +rueasured at the. 
82.5-percent-chord points. Detail of the auxilisry~devices are shown 
in figure 2; the surface coordinates are given in tables III, IV, and V. 

7-v 
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The tests were made in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. Figure 3 
is a photograph of the model in the test section. Aerodynam%c forces were 
measured with the tunnel six-component balance system. 

!rlTEsTs AND C0RREcr10NS 

Lift, drag, pitching-moment, and rolling-moment data were obtained at 
a free-stream dynamic pressure.of 37 Xb/sq ft. The Mach number was about 
0.16, and the average Reynolds number was 10 millTon, based on the a 
meanaerodynsmic chord. 

The data have been corrected for stream-angle inclination, wind- 
tunnel-wall interference, and the approximate fnterference effects of the 
support struts. The wall-interference corrections added were as follows: 

9 = 0.54 c 

ca, 
= 0.010 CL2 

% =0.004 k (tail-ondata only) 

DESIGN STUDY 

The requirements were that the wing should reach a lift coefficient 
of 1.4 at 14O angle of attack, without etidencing local section stall. 
With the specified lift condition a complete airplane with 50 lb/sq ft 
ting loading would have a landing speed of about 120 mph at a ground 
angle of 14O. 

Calculations were made to determine the types of trailing-edge flaps 
that might be needed for the wing-fuselage configuration to reach the 
design lift at the prescribed a, assting that local section stall would 
not occur. Raving established a suitable trailing-edge flap, estimates 
were then made to determine leading-edge high-lift devices or airfoil 
modifications that would provide the required delay in stall, 

Selection of Trailing-Edge Flaps 

The detailed selection of the trailing-edge flaps was made in the 
following manner: The lift increment due to angle of attack was calcu- 
lated using the theoretical wing lift-curve slope given by reference 2 
for this wing plan form. This calculation Fndicated a CL of only 0.73 
would be obtained at a = 14O. succeeding calculations, 
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the effects of the fuselage were assumed to be minor and were disre- 
garded.) The trailing-edge flaps would thus have to provide an increment 
of Cr, of 0.67 at a = 14O. The lift increment, Rf, given by flaps of 
various types and area distributions at O" wing angle of attack were 
determined by the theory of reference 3. It was considered that the 
increments would be applicable to the design a of 14' since section 
stall was to be prevented up to that a. The variation of Chf with 
flap span for several types of flaps, each.having a chord of 0.25 wing 
chord and geometrically arranged for best czmax, is illustrated in figure 
4. It was evident that if flap chords were to be kept to reasonable size, 
only double-slotted flaps would give the required increment of CL 

6 
of 

0.67. (Boundary-layer-control methods were not considered.) The .25- 
chord double-slotted flap represented in figure 4 would serve if the out- 
board termination were near 0.7 semispan; this flap was selected for 
testing. 

Selection of Leading-Edge Devices 

The following procedures were used to select the leading-ed.ge.devices 
and airfoil modifications to provide the required delay in initial section 
stall: The predictions of the CL for tiitial section stall were based 
on the method of reference 1. In this method, two-dimensional airfoil . 
data are applied by use of simple-sweepitheory concepts and span-load 
theory. Considerable ejrperience in applying this method has indicated 
that it consistently underpredicts the lift coefficient for initial sec- M 
tion stall on sweptback wings. A study was made of available data for 
several swept-wing configurations,. to obta$n a quantitative estimate of 
the underpredictfon. The results are summarized in figure 5. The plan 
forms represented have angles of sweep from 30° to 600, aspect ratios from 
3.4 to 8, and taper ratios from 0.31 to 0.58. From the figure, the fol- 1 
lowing simple percentage corrections were obtained: 

sL (adjusted) = K x CL,. (unadjusted) 

where 

K= 1.25 for unflapped wing 
K = 1.15 for flapped a 

For the basic model with the double-slotted flaps deflected, Chl 
was predicted to be 1.14, and a1 predicted as go. The calculations 
were based on a two-dtinsional cb of 2.62 for the section with 
flap, taken from the data in reference 4 without tunnel-wall corrections. 
The limit CT distributFon outboard of the flaps was drawn by the 
method suggested in reference 1. The span distribution of CT at CL, 
for this flap span is shown in figure 6 as the solid curve. 

- 
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Also shown in figure 6 (dashed curves) is the span distribution of 
cz required to give a CL= of 1.40. (Note that the empfrical adjust- 
ment to the method of reference I fs made subsequent to drawing the load 
dfagrams, so that far a CL1 of 1.40, the cz distribution is drawn for 
a CL of 1.22.) The peak cz value on the design lift distributfon is 
1.57, indicating that a two-dimensional cb of 3.14 would be required 
for the section with flap or an additIonal cz increment of 0.2 above 
the c of 2.62 reached by the section tit r a flap. 

Of the possible high-lift leading edges, slats and leading-edge mod- 
ifications were considered. Experimental two-dimensional data were 
available for the NACA &A010 section tith a slat (ref. 4 and unpublished 
data). These were used directly to calculate the effect of slat span on 
%' The results of the cvtations are shown in figure 7. This plot 
indicates that if the slats extended from the tip inboard to 0.28 semi- 
span or farther, the wing would exceed the design condition with a a1 
of 1.46. 

As no experimental two-dimensional data were available at the time 
of design for modified leading edges, estimated values of czlllax for 
several modifications were obtaFned as follows: The peak value of the 
theoretical pressure distribution (determined by the theory of ref. 5, 
modified as suggested in ref. 6) for the HACA 6kAOlO section at its 
e3cprimental cb was computed. Theoretical pressure distributions 
for the section with various increased leadtig-edge radii and camber 
were computed for which the peak pressures were equal to that for the 
unmodified section. The cz values obtained fram these pressure dis- 
tributions were used as czgJpy - Two modified leading-edge 
designs were chosen with es values of 1.62 and 1.71. 
(See fig. 8.) The increment of 
64fiolo section (1.52) 

c~~ms'&otided by the flap on the NACA 
was assumed to be directly additive to the chBX 

of the sections with modified leading edges. Thus, the flap-deflected 
c&&s ,for these sections were estimated as 3.14 and 3.23, respectively. 
The camber was restricted to the far-forward portion of the chord in one 
case in the belief that this would offer less chance of adverse high- 
speed effects. The second modification had more camber than the first, 
with the camber distributed over a greater portion of the chord. These 
modifications will be referred to as the l- and the 2-percent-camber 
sections, respectively. The predicted values of CL for the wing with 
these modified sections were 1.40 and 1.45 (with fla& deflected), respec- 
tively. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Lift and Drsg Characteristics 

NACA RM A5kElO 

The lift and drag characteristics of the-wing-fuselage configura- 
tions are presented in fZgure g(a) for flaps up and flaps down. The 
effects of the horizontal tail on the lift and drag are shown in figures 
10 to 14. 

Of primary Interest in the wing-fuselage results are the character- 
istics of the configurations with high-lift devices ccanpared with the 
design criterion of CL= of 1.4 at a1 of 14'. Predicted and measured 
values of CL= and al for these configurations are shown in the follow- 
ing table: 

Leading 
edge 

slat 
l-percent 

C!S.UibE3? 
2-percent 

camber 

CL= al, 
deg 

Predicted Measured Predicted Measured 

1.46 1.45 15.1 14.8 

1.40 1.32 13.9 11.9 . 
1.45. 1.41 14.9 13.6 

* 
The measured values of CL were selected as the points at which the drag 
data indicated the occur&ice of section stall. Two of the configurations 
reached the required lift coefficient and closely approximated the pre- 
scribed angle of attack. The third configuration, with the l-percent- 
camber sections, fell short of the design condition by an increment of 
CL of O.@, or only 6 percent of the des.ign value. It will be noted 
that the predicted CL 

h-l 
values are in each case slightly higher than 

the measured values. e differences in the al values are samewhat 
larger, reflecting a smaU difference between theoretical and measured 
lift-curve slopes. 

A summsxy of the results for all wing-fuselage configurations tested 
is shown in table VI. The improvements in the predicted CL, values when 
adjusted by the empirical factors are etident in the table. The largest 
error is for the basic wing configuration. It will be noted that the 
unflapped configurations tend to be underpredicted and the flapped con- 
figurations overpredicted, even though the larger percentage adjustment 
was applied to the former group. The theoretical value for af of 0.67 
agrees with the measured value (fig. 9). In general, these results, 
together with the correlations shown ti figure 5, show that this procedure 
can be used with considerable confidence for a rapid estimation of CL~ 
and al for a large range of plan forms, 

- 

- 
* 
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Pitching-Moment 
. 

Characteristics and Effective Downwaah 

9 

Pitching-moment characteristics.- The pitching-moment-coefficient . 
curves for all the configurations with the horizontal taFl off had changes 
in slope in the positive direction beyond t&. The expected result was 
thus obtained that the use of full-span slats and airfoil modifications 
would not alter the general character of the pitching-moment variations 
after stall finally begins. 

The results of the tests of the model with the horizontal tail on 
(figs. 10 to 14) show that the low tail position (3n the extended wing- 
chord plane) was best fram the standpoint of the pftchfng-moment v-aria- 
tions beyond CL,. ms was true for all model configurations tested. 
A recent study of a model with a ting of similar plan form, reported in 
reference 7, indicates that further tiprovement would be obtained with the 
horizontal tail somewhat below the wing-chord plane. Comparisons of the 
lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the various wing configura- 
tions with the horizontal tail in the extended w--chord plane are given 
in figure 15. 

Stabilizer effectiveness and effective downwash.- The effect of 
varying the tail incidence was investigated on one configuration; the 
test results are shown in figure 16. The average value of stabilizer 
effectiveness obtained from these data was assumed to be valid for all 
configurations throughout the angle-of-attack range and was used to obtain 
the effective downwash values shown in ffgure 17. This method of calcu- 
lation was considered sufficiently accurate to allow a qualitative com- 
parison of the downwash effects. The variation of the downwa ah with 
vertical location of the horizontal tail appears to be the reason for the 
differences in the effect of the horizontal tail. The increase of down- 
wash with a for values of a above al was much greater for the mid- 
dle and high tail positions, indicating that the lift contributed by the 
tail was reduced or even reversed as the horizontal tail was raised, 
Hence, the pitching-moment contributions of the tail became more adverse 
as the tail was raised. 

Rolling-Moment Characteristics 

c 

Swept wings tend to stall initially nesr the w3ng tips, so any asym- 
metry in the start or the progression of the stall will develop large 
rolmg moments. me study reported in reference 8 discusses a case where 
the effects of such roJlIng moments dominated pilot's opinions of the 
suitability of the airplane stallin g characteristics, overshadowing any' 
effects of the longitudinal instability of the test airplane. The air- 
plane rollinn-moment characteristics measured statically in the Ames 
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40- by 8o-foot wind tunnel correlated directly with pilot's opinions of 
the severity of the stall. It therefore becomes worthwhile to examine 
the rolling-moment characteristics of the model of this study to deter- 
mine qualitatively its probable acceptability from the standpoint of 
roll-off at the stall. 

The rolling-moment-coefficient curves for all configurations are 
given in figures 9 to 14. Those configurations with either of the cam- 
bered leading edges with flaps deflected developed maximum Cz valuee 
of 0.02 to 0.03 at the start of the' stall. Maximum Cl values were 
generally less than fO.O1 for the rest of the model configurations. 
Stall acceptability for the range of Cl values from 0.01 to 0.03 was 
classified as marginal for the airplane of reference 8. Differences in 
control effectiveness and airplane rollinn moments of inertia from one 
airplane to another may alter the limits of acceptable rolling-moment 
coefficient somewhat. However, for an airplane of the type represented 
by this model, these differences would not be expected to be large 
enough to alter the acceptable Cz limits materially. It is of inter- 
est to note that the larger Cz values occurred with those configura- 
tions exhibiting less rounded lift-curve peaks. This agrees with the 
discussion in reference 8. 

The ability of a partial-span, wing, leading-edge, chord extension 
to improve the rolling-moment characteristics at high lifts is demon- 
strated in figure 18. It shows that with a half-span chord extension 
added to the wing with 2-percent-csmber.sections and f&s deflected, 
the maximum measured Cl value was reduced from 0.027 to less than 0.01. 
It will be noted that the drag-penalty accruing from use of the extension 
was negligible. The large gains in .C!Dr (about 0.05 delay in drag break) 
and maximum CL (about 0.1) are deceptive because these coefficients are 
referred to the area of the basic wing. The rather large chord extension, 
which increased the wing area by 8 percent, wae used to insure the demon- 
stration of Cl improvement without undue testing time. 

Performance Characteristics 

Some indication of the landing-approach performance characteristics 
for the model is shown in figure 19 by the lift-drag-ratio curves and 
the glide sink-speed grid superposed on the drag polars -of the configura- 
tions with the low horizontal tail. Figure 20 shows the lift character- 
istics of the model trimmed with a center of gravity located at 0.31.Z. 
Values of Q1 are reduced by about 0.12 from the untrimmed valuee for 
the flaps-deflected configurations. 

. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
. 

11 

It has been shown that the lift coefficient for the onset of stalled 
flow on a sweptback wing, with and without high-lift devices, can be pre- 
dicted by the use of two-d3mensional &ta, sQnple-sweep concepts, and 
span-loading theory. Tests showed that a 45O swept-wing model using high- 
lift devices, tith the desfgn based on predictions by this method, met 
specified lift-coefficient and angle-of-attack requirements within reason- 
able tolerances. 

Unstable wing-fuselage pitching moments were largely controll& by 
varying the vertical location of the horizontal t&l. Of the locations 
tested, the extended w--chord plane gave the best results. 

Rolling moments at the onset of stall were reduced by the use of 
partial-span chord extensions. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Adtisory Coruuittee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., May 10, lw 
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WLE I.- CZOMEZRICDATAFORTHEMODEL 

13 

Area.sqft ......................... 240.29 
sparl.ft .......................... 29.00 
Aspectratio.....* .................. 3.5 
Taperratio ...... #.................. 
Meanaer&ynamicchord.ft ................. 
Sweepback of the quarter-chord line, deg ........... 

9:$ 

DFhedralangle.deg ..................... 0 
Basic airfoil section, normal to the quarter- 

chord~e.= .................... NACA &A010 

raU.ing-edge double-slotted flap 

Chord in percent of local w5ng chord, c, constant 
Mainflap..............'........... 
ForefLap ......................... 7:; 

Inboard endof flap, ftfrmfuselage center-e. ..... 2.30 
Outboard end of flap, ft from fuselage center line, 

measured at 82.5-percent chord .............. 10.05 

eadhg-edge slat 

Chord in percent of local* chord, c, constant. ..... l-7 
Ratioofalat.pantowiDg.pan ............... 0.841 
Inboardendof slat, ftfromfuselage center Une 

Retracted ......................... 2.30 
tended .......................... 3.12 

:orizontal tail 

Totalarea, includingblanketedareas, sqft ........ 72.32 
span.l?t .......................... 15.91 
Aspect ratio ........................ 3.5 
TSperratio.........i ............... 
Meanaerodynamicchord.ft ................. 4:; 
Sweepback of the quarter-chord line, deg .......... 45 
Sweepback of the axis of rotation, deg ........... 41,77 
Dihedralangle,deg .................... cl 
Airfoil section, nor@ to the quarter-chord line, ... HACA 64AOlO 
Taillength, ;/4to q/4.f-t. ............... 13.06 

Volume, -x st -5-h .................. 

s, 

0.43 
C 

uselage 

Over-aUlength.Ft ..................... 
MMmumtidth.ft. ..................... Y*Z 
Base area, apprmte, sqft. ................. id 

... - 
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TABLE II.- cocmmms OF em NACA 64A0i0 mwoI~ smrIoN 

[Dimensions given in percent of airfoil chord, 
measured normal to the wing quarter-chord line) 

Station Ordinate 

0 0 * 

:?5 
.804 
-969 

1.25 1.225 
2.5 1.688 

7.5 
2.327 
2.805 

10 
15 ‘,-;g 
20 4:272 
25 4.606 

z5" ig8G 
40 41995 
45 4.894 

g 
4.684 
y; 

65 3:597 
70 3.127 

8750 
2.623 
2.103: 

85 1.582 

;; 
1.062 

-541 
100 .021 

L.E. radius: 0.687 
I!.E. radius: 0.023 
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TABLE III.- COORDINATES OF TEE WING LEADING-EDGEHIGH- 
LIFT DEVICES AND MODIFICATIONS 

[Dimensions given in percent of airfoil chord, 
measured normal to the wing quarter-chord line] 

(b) fl; 

(a> Slat coordinates 
Back of slat f Front of main wing-, 

Station 1 Ordinate 1 Station 1 Ordinate 
4 -.90 t -2.10 ds8 -2.26 

g:g 
7:50 

-1.36 956 -.02 
1.05 

10.00 2.ll 
15.00 3.46 
17.00 3.95 

4 -c 

;:g 
6.00 
7.50 

10.00 
15.00 
17.00 

-1.87 
-.83 
-.24 

.9l 
2.04 
3.44 
3.95 

'ace coo33 

Station 

0 
925 
050 
075 

1.00 
1.25 
2.00 
2.50 
3.50 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
15.00 

a20.00 
100.00 

a. . radiu 
Ienter at 

Li 

3 

C 

nates for the cambered airfoil sections 
OrdfnateS I 

.36 

.65 

.89 
1.09 
1.26 
1.70 
l-94 
2.31 
2.72 

;*g 
3:94 
4.27 

.M 
1.1 

l-percent camber 2-percent 
upper zower U??P= 
-1.12 -1.12 -2.00 

m-M 

-3 
-.31 
-II 

.ll 
I-- 

.91 
-mm 
2.cz 
2.72 
3.20 

2:: 
.02 

7 - 

camber 
Lower 
-2.00 

I-- 
-2.65 
-2.79 

B-m 
-2.99 

-I- 
-3.27 

w-w 

:;*g 
-3169 
-3.95 
-4.2'1 

-.02 

aCoordLnates from 20-percent @ord to the 
traiUng edge are those of the NACA &A010 
section. 

- 
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I i Ordinates 
i StZtiOQ 

-15.00 
Upper JLower 

~ -2.00 j-2.00 
1 -14.50 -.55 -2.65 

-14.25 -.27 
i 

.14 
: -2.79 

-13.75 -2.99 
-12.50 234 -3.19 
-10.00 1.63 

-7.50 2.ll 3 
-5.00 2.44 -3:44 

;.oo 
2.94 -3.53 

;*g 
-3.60 

10.00 
15.00 3:96 

-3.69 
-3.95 

20.00 1 4.27 I-b.27 
L.E. radius: 1.10 
Center at (-13.94, -1.70) * 
Toordinates from 20-percent 

chord to the trailing edge 
are those of the NACA 64AOlO 
section. pi&g7 

NACA RM A54310 

TABLE Iv.- COORDINATES OF THE WING WING-EEGE 
CHORD EXTENSION 

[Dimensions given in percelzt -of &foil chord, 
measured normal to the wing quarter-chord line] 

. 

. 
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NAa RM A54ElO 

TABLE V.- COORDINATES OF TECF,DOUE&E-SLOTTEB FLAPS 

[Dimensions given in percent of airfoil chord, measured 
normal to the wing quarter-chord line] 

Main flap 

Station T Ordinates 

75.00 -1.00 
75.15 
75.30 ::g 
75.59 l 27 
75.88 054 
76.18 075 
76.77 1.06 

w 
1.27 

78:53 
1.41 
1.50 

~~~~ 
82106 

'1'zsz 
1165 

83.24 1.63 
84.41 1.58 
85.00 1.55 
86.25 1.45 
go.00 1.06 
95.00 -54 

lcxI.00 .02 
L.E. rai 18: 0 
T.E. radius: 0.02 

-1.56 
-1.71 
-1.96 
-2 Cl0 
-2.18 
-2.29 
-2.30 
-2.30 
-2.26 
-2.14 
-2.00 
-1.88 
:;*g 

-1:58 
-1.45 
-1.06 

-54 
-.a2 

35 

LOWS? 

Fore flap 

Station 

68.80 
6g.22 
69.63 

g-g 
70:88 
71.72 

~-~zi 
74:22 
75.05 
75.88 
76.30 

Ordinates 

UPPer 

0 
-95 

1.31 
1.52 
1.67 
1.72 
1.74 
1.64 
1.43 
1.13 

075 
.28 

0 

Lower 

-0.93 
-1.14 
-1.20 
-1,ll 
---85 

-.36 
-.02 

.18 
027 
-25 
.SL 

0 

L.E. radius: 1.20 

17 



18 NACA RM A54ElO 

TAFKE VI.- coMPARIsoNs OF PKEDICrEDANDMFIASuLIED 
VALUES OF (&,AND a, 

Wing % al, deg 
leading cz Predicted 

ea@;e - 
Measured Predicted Measured 

Unadjusted Adjusted 
Without trailing-edge flaps 

Plain 1.10 0.46 0.58 0.70 11.1 12.2 
l-percent 

camber 1.62 067 .84 .84 16.0 14.6 
2-percent 

camber 1.71 972 -90 099 17.2 17.7 

Trailing-edge flaps deflected 

slat 3.26 1.27 1.46 1.45 15.1 14.8 
l-percent 

camber 3.14 1.22 1.40 1.32 13.9 u-9 
2-percent 

camber 3.23 1.26 1.45 1.41 14.9 13.6 



NACA.RM A%ElO 

Dimensions 
except as 

in feet 
noted 

Double-slotted 

- 

‘\ e 4t 
Moment -+++ 
center 

rr, \I ‘\ 1 

bb 42.67 
23.16?-{3.06+ 

I 

Figure l.- Three-view sketch of the model. 



20 NACA RM,A5kElO 

-6% 

_: 
- .. - 

l -percent-comber sectlon 

Double-slotted flop 

Sectlon B-B 

2 -percent-comber se&Ion wlth chord extension 

- 
Sections A-A 

Figme 2.- Details of the various wing leading-edge devlcea and of the 
double-slotted wing trailing-edge flaps. 

.I_ - ,  



NACA RM A54ElO 

. 

Figure 3.- Themodel installedinthewindtunnel. 

--- --- -. .. 
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1.0 

.8 

.2 

Type of flap 

. 

0 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Outboard end of flop, q 

Figure 4.- Variation of flap lift increment at O" angle of attack with 
flap span for aeveral types of flaps. Flap-chord ratio of 0.25. 

. 



1.2 

1.0 

Without tralllng- 

0 
0 .2 .4 .e .e LO 12 L4 

Yaawred C 
LI 

I I Tralllna-sdoa I I I I I I I/I I 

.e I.0 I.2 IA LB 
Msasumd I$ 

Figure 5.~ Correl.atlon of the predicted and measured valuee of t1 for several swept-wing plan 
forms. 
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1.8 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

.6 

.4 

.2 

0 

wing 
leadlng CLf 

edge 

- Ploln -67 .32 .99 I.14 

- - Modified .67 .55 1.22 1.40 

lnitlal section stall 

Limit 
F- 

c+ = 1.57 --h L - -- 

I c, for C, =I.227 / r’ 
\ 

I* “7 \ \ \ -Llmlt q 
Limit 5= I.:‘- _ ,/- 

,Fuseloge+- Flop spc~n~~- 

0 .I 2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.0 
? 

Figure 6.- 'Theoretical section-lztfi-coefficient distribution at CL= 
for the model with trailing-edge flap deflected. 

. 
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1.6 

.8 

% 

.4 

0 

Flaps deflected 

Wing-fuselage 

k 
juncture 

- 
I I I I f f I 

0 2 .4 .6 
Inboard &d of slats, q 

.8 1.0 

Figure 7.- variation of CL1 with sl&t apan for the model with and 
without trailing-edge flaps. 
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-II 

-10 

-9 

-a 

-7 

-6 

-5 

-4 

P 

-3 

-2 

-I 

0 

I 

IWCA RM AfS4ElO 

- Equal peak pressures 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I 

f t 

Leading edge 

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
x/c 

. 

Figure 8.- Theoretical pressure distribution6 for the NACA 64AOlO 
section with and without modified l&n@; edges at their eetimated 
cz- values. 



Wing leadlng KIQE 

Figure 9.- Aerodynmic characteristics of the ting-fuselage configuratione. 
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2 percent camber 

.6 

.4 

.2 

0 

-2 
.06 .04 0 -.04 -.06 -.I2 -.I 6 -.20 -,24 -.26 -.02 0 .02 .04 

Cm 

(b) C2 and h VB. CL 

Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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8 . 
1 L 1 

I.6 

I 

.I2 .I6 .M -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 26 
CD Q.M 

Figure lO.- Aemdynamlc characteristics of the ccmplete model with the plain wing leeiiing edge; 
flaps up; various horizontd. tail heights. 
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1.2 

, 
I I I 

(b) Cl and c, vs. CL 

Figure lo.- Concludea. 
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1.6 

I.4 

I2 

I.0 

.6 

.4 

.2 

0 

Fi 

I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I , I I I 

I 
D4 -06 .I2 .I6 .20 -4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 26 

c, 9 dw 

(a) 0~ and a VE. CL 

.gwe XL.- Aerodynamic chmacterletbx of the complete model wzlth the plain wing leading edge 
and with slate extended; flaps down; varloua horbmnte&tail. heights, 

E 



1.6 

“ttt-tt 

0 -.04 -.08 -.I2 -.I6 -.20 -.24 726 ~32 -36 -.40 -.02 0 .02 .04 
Gil 

(b) Cz and Q,, VB. cr, 

Figure ll.- Concluded. 

Cl 

\ I . I 



(a) Qandave. CL 

Figure 12.- Aemdymmlc characterlstica of the complete model with the l-percent-camber tiw 
leakIng edge; fILaps up; horizontal till in t&e low position. 
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I I I I I I I I I T 

1) 

/ 

9 p+++-. 

2 0 -02 .04 !a -‘:08 .04 0 -,04 -.08 -.I2 -.I6 720 -.24 ~26 -.32 -D- _ .-- 
‘rn Cl 

(b) cz aa qQ vs. CL 8 
b 

Figure XL- Concluded. 
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I.6 

1.4 

I.2 

II) 

..4 

2 

0 
I I I I I I I, I, I I I 

.04 .08 .I2 .I6 -20 -4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 28 

(a) 0, and cc Va. % 

Figure 13.- Aercdynmlc characteristics of the complete mcdel with the l-percent-ceder wing 
leading e&g@; flaps down; various horizontal.-tad.1 heights. 

s 



1.6 

.6 

.4 

.2 

0 -.04 708 -.I2 -.I6 -.20 -.24 -.28 ~32 -36 540 -.02 0 .02 .04 

, I 

cm 
(b) Cl and c, vs. CL 

Figure 13.- Concluded. 



I 
1 L 1 4 . . 

1.6 

1.0 

I i i i iM i i i i i i k’i i i bii i i i i i 1 
.8 I I A 

I P 

CL 
d d 

B / Flaps -$ d .6 I I- , 
d’ / darn 

/ P / 
.4 

-.2 
0 .04 .08 

cD 
,I2 .I8 .20 -4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 26 

a,deg 

(a) c$andavs. CL 

Figure 14.- Aerodynamic characterlstlcs of the model with the 2-percent-camber M.ng leeding edge; 
horizontal tail in the low position. 
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I.4 

I.2 

.8 

.6 I I I I I 

FlLi 

.2 

0 

-9 
.OB .04 0 -.04 -.08 -.I2 -.I 6 -.20 -.24 -.28 -.32 -.02 0 .02 .04 

Cm Cl 

b) Cl ana c, I-E. CL 
Figure lb.- Concluded. 
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2 rh3cent mmber ----- 
I wrcmt canber -- 

--4 0 4 6 I2 I6 
a, MI ii 

24 
0 -04 -XXI -12 -.I6 -20 -2.4 539 -32 -36 

cm 

(a) Flaps up. 

Figure ly.- Lift and pitchbg-mcrment chmacterlatlcs of the model with the horlzonW tail in 
the law paltlon. 
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.6 
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.2 
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I perceni camber 
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I yqy- 

-4 O 4 6 I2 I6 2o a, dw ? 704 46 -.I2 46 -20 -24 +!6 -32 -38 
G-n 

(b) Flaps deflected. 
Figure lJ.- Concluded. 
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CL 

.a 

t i i i i i i Wi i i i i i i L.Xi ipi”/ i Hi i i I 

Q,dw Gil 

FIgare 16.- AemQmmic characteristics of the complete ~~UMtith the plain w3ng leading edge; 
flaps up; horizontal tall in the mid-position; various tail IncbIences. 
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24 
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-R 

I Flops UPA 

1 i i/VU i i i i I 
I I 

, , , , , , I , , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I II I I I I I Whq with I-pwomt-mmbw sec#ms Wlfbq with E-pwctnt-ambw 
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0 8 16 24 32 

=, deg 

Figure 17." Dcnnmash charactedstics at the horizontal tail. 
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1.6 

I I ,V.hI I L.1 l 

AA ‘uJt I r I 

A’ I\ On tittll 

I I I I I I I I I 

j j / j j / / i / / / / / / / 

0 
0 .w .oa .I2 .I6 20 24 28 

co 4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 26 
Q, dw 

(a) CD ma a v8. CL 

Figure 18.- Effects of a half-span, wing, leading-edge, chord extension on the aerodynamic char- 
. acteri&lcs of the model with e-percent-camber sections; flape down; low horizontal tail. E 
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1.4 

1.2 

I.0 
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CL 

.6 
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. c 

Wlna loadlna 

I2 
0 .oa .I6 .24 32 

CD 

Figure lg.- The lift-drag ratios and power-off-gU.de eink-speed characteristics of the models tith 
the tall in the l.ow positIon trimmed with a center of gravity located at 0.31E. 
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1.6 

1.4 

I.2 
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.8 

.6 

CL 

.4 

.2 
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-.2 

-.4 
-4 

NACA RM A*ElO 

0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 28 32 
Q, deg 

Figure 20.- Lift characteristics of the models with the horizontal tail 
in the low position trimmed with a center pf gravity located at 0.3lZ. 
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